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ORIGINS Deepens Its Support for Black Creatives with Launch of Advisory 
Group of Local and National Experts 
 
In addition to the strong team of local experts, ORIGINS Advisory Group members come from Los 
Angeles, CA to Washington, DC to provide Black creative entrepreneurs with valuable insights. 
  
Launched in 2019, ORIGINS aims to improve its impact with expert input from local and 
national leaders on Black business success while launching new initiatives to help 
participants thrive in a post-pandemic economy.  
  
Bridgeway Capital’s Creative Business Accelerator developed the ORIGINS initiative to support 
and celebrate Black makers, designers, artists, and craftspeople starting and sustaining 
creative businesses in the Pittsburgh area.  
  
It is a multifaceted effort to foster personal pathways for Black creatives to maximize creative 
fulfillment, business success, and community impact. The initiative also advances Black 
voices and aesthetics in the regional arts and cultural economy and ecosystem. 
  
ORIGINS includes a diverse offering of support, including a website directory, yearlong 
residencies, and in-person and virtual market opportunities. This programming was shaped 
from the start by the participants, a founding cohort of established and emerging Black 
creative entrepreneurs and business owners. 
  
“ORIGINS is an important part of Bridgeway and the CBA’s work to support equitable economic 
development,” states Nisha Blackwell, owner of Knotzland and Program Coordinator for 
ORIGINS. “But we also wanted Black perspectives in entrepreneurship to always shape 
everything the program provides.” 
  
The addition of fourteen ORIGINS Advisory Group members deepens that commitment. For 
ORIGINS to fulfill its promise of elevating and empowering Black creatives, the program 
requires direction and insight from Black leaders in the arts and cultural, small business, and 
community development sectors. This Advisory Group will convene twice a year to review 
impact reports from the program, but members will also be called upon individually to support 
ORIGINS participants and programming. 
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Key local perspectives include Khamil Scantling, Chief Executive Officer of Cocoaprenuer, and 
Shad Henderson, Director of Equity & Inclusion at Neighborhood Allies. The Advisory Group 
also touts voices of ORIGINS participants like LaShesia Holliday, Owner & Designer of Naptural 
Beauty Supply, and Christine Bethea, President of Women of Visions. Finally, ORIGINS 
participants also requested national perspectives to help understand creative 
entrepreneurship in other markets outside of Pittsburgh. 
  
A prime example of that national perspective is Treasure, owner and designer behind Los 
Angeles-based creative business Nikki + Mallory. “In growing my business, I have learned so 
much on the barriers and opportunities facing Black creatives,” states Treasure. “I’ve worked 
with ORIGINS on sharing this wisdom in the past, so it’s exciting to be in a position to provide 
high-level direction for the program.” 
  
To channel all this expertise into growth opportunities, ORIGINS is working with Handmade 
Arcade to launch an ORIGINS Virtual Marketplace in conjunction with Juneteenth celebrations 
on Saturday, June 19, 2021. The multiday online market, from Thursday, June 17 through 
Sunday, June 20, 2021, will utilize a cutting-edge web platform built by Handmade Arcade to 
hold its popular maker markets safely and virtually with COVID-19 pandemic protocols. The 
virtual event will also be complemented by an in-person ORIGINS pop-up maker market at the 
Kelly Strayhorn Theater. 
  
“The combination of the Virtual Market Place and the Advisory Group shows how ORIGINS is 
evolving,” observes Ms. Blackwell. “Paring guidance and opportunity will help Black creative 
achieve more in 2021 and beyond.” 
  
### 
  
About ORIGINS: ORIGINS supports and celebrates Black makers, designers, artists, and 
craftspeople starting and sustaining creative businesses in the Pittsburgh area. It is a 
multifaceted effort driven by Bridgeway Capital’s Creative Business Accelerator to foster 
personal pathways for Black creatives to maximize business success, creative growth, and 
community impact. https://www.originspgh.org/  
  
About Creative Business Accelerator at Bridgeway Capital: Bridgeway Capital, a Pittsburgh-
based social impact investor, operates the Creative Businesses Accelerator (CBA), which 
empowers makers, designers, artists, and craftspeople to grow and contribute to equitable 
economic growth. More information at www.bridgewaycapital.org/creative-business-
accelerator 


